Call for articles celebratory issue Honours Review
Open to: BA, MA, Research-MA and all staff members (PhD-students, Post-Doctoral Scholars,
Professors) affiliated to the University of Groningen or to other universities.
Journal: Honours Review Groningen
Funding: Honours College Groningen
Submission deadlines: 1. April 2017 (1st possibility), 1. June 2017 (2nd possibility), 1.
September 2017 (3rd possibility).
Theme
In Fall 2017, Honours Review will publish its 10th issue. As this will be a milestone in the
history of the journal, the Honours Review board has decided that this 10th issue will be devoted
to the theme of ‘Celebration’. Undergraduate and graduate students from all disciplines of the
University of Groningen are invited to submit an article that addresses this interdisciplinary
theme. Possible topics of articles include, but are definitely not limited to, historical perceptions
of festive culture (antiquity to the present day), philosophical questions concerning the festive
and joy, festivities in different religions, liturgical calendars, sociological insight in
grouping/community bonding and celebrating, the festive represented in art, chemistry of
fireworks, physics of fire, light and mood, psychological phenomenon of flow, festivities and
drugs, celebrating in literature, legislation and festivities, neurological effects of joy, etc. All
perspectives on celebration are welcome, as long as they rely on scientific methods.
Articles and review process
The Honours Review likes to receive and publish papers in British English, with a length of
approximately 2000 words. The journal is read by students from various backgrounds. This
entails that articles should be easily readable by students from other fields than the discipline
the article concerns. All articles will be peer-reviewed and evaluated by an expert.
Submission of proposals
All those who are interested are cordially invited to write a 200 words proposal for their article
before 20. February and are requested to e-mail this proposal to articles@honoursreview.nl.
In the proposal, authors are asked to introduce the topic of their article, as well as to reflect on
the scientific discipline(s) and methodology the article will entail. Besides that, authors should
mention the submission deadline they prefer, as there will be three submission deadlines for the
10th issue to streamline the reviewing processes. Authors will receive writing instructions when
the proposal has been approved. In case of any questions, the Honours Review can be contacted
by sending an e-mail to articles@honoursreview.nl or honoursreview@rug.nl.

WE ARE LOOKING FORWARD TO YOUR PROPOSALS!

